We report on changes in the thermal conductivity of solid-state synthesized MnxMGe (M = Co, Ni, 0.98 < x < 1.02) alloys through their temperature-induced martensitic structural transition. The thermal conductivity is measured by time-domain thermoreflectance (TDTR). Mn1.014NiGe exhibits an increase in thermal conductivity from 11 to 15.5 W m -1 K -1 from approximately 575 K to 625 K; and Mn1.007CoGe exhibits an increase in thermal conductivity from 7 to 8.5 W m -1 K -1 from 500 K to 550 K. In MnxNiGe, the transition temperature and the magnitude of the change in thermal conductivity are strongly dependent on the alloy composition. Our study advances fundamental understanding of the thermal transport properties in MnxMGe (M = Co, Ni) family of alloys and opens a new direction in the search for solid-state phase transition materials with potential applications as thermal regulators.
Introduction
Thermal regulator materials, i.e., materials that have a reversible abrupt transition from a low to high thermal conductivity state upon heating, are potentially useful for maintaining an optimal temperature of an engineering system and therefore improve its efficiency. For example, in modern automobiles, the average fuel conversion efficiency of an internal combustion engine is approximately 35-40% [1] . However, the engine efficiency is only ~10% while warming from ambient temperature to the optimal operating temperature of 373 K [1, 2] . A reduction in the warmup time for an engine without risking overheating could improve overall efficiency and reduce the emission of harmful exhaust gasses [3] . Thermal regulator materials are potentially a convenient approach for solving this thermal management problem.
However, a high contrast change of thermal conductivity in a narrow temperature window is rarely found in materials. Thermal conductivity typically changes gradually [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Additionally, the high temperature phase rarely has a higher thermal conductivity than the low temperature phase.
Notable exceptions are the metal-insulator transition (MIT) in some transition metal oxides (e.g., VO2, Ti2O3, and La1−xSrxCoO3) and the martensitic transition (MT) in some alloys [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] .
Although MIT oxides possess a large increase in electrical conductivity, the metallic phase thermal conductivity is still low, e.g., ≈6 W m -1 K -1 in VO2 [15, 18] .
The goal of this work is to discover and study novel solid phase transition intermetallic materials with thermal regulating behavior, i.e., a transition from low to high thermal conductivity state as temperature rises, at temperatures above 300 K.
To begin, we used the Materials Project database to search for ternary metallic or intermetallic compounds that are known to exist in at least two phases [19] . After narrowing the list of candidates to compounds where the structural transition occurs as a function of temperature below 900 K, we identified the TiNiSi-type family of compounds, which includes MnCoGe and MnNiGe, as exhibiting metallic characteristics with tunable chemistry and transition temperatures.
As members of MM′X family of compounds [20] [21] [22] , MnCoGe and MnNiGe exhibit both a martensitic structural transition and a magnetic transition. The stoichiometric MnCoGe alloy transforms between the low temperature TiNiSi-type orthorhombic (Pnma), martensite phase and the high temperature Ni2In-type hexagonal (P63/mmc), austenite phase via a MT near 420 K [23] .
Stoichiometric MnNiGe transforms between these two phases at 470 K [23] . MnCoGe also possesses a ferromagnetic to paramagnetic transition with a Curie temperature of TC ∼345 K [21, 24] . In MnNiGe, the analogous transition between antiferromagnetic and paramagnetic order occurs at a Néel temperature of TN ≈ 346 K [21, 24] . Both materials can be synthesized through solid state methods [23] .
In metallic alloys, the martensitic transformation (MT) sometimes results in a strong modification of the Fermi-level electron density of states and electron mobility. The result is a change in the electrical resistivity and electronic thermal conductivity [25, 26] . For example, a number of Heusler alloys and shape memory alloys possess anomalies in their electrical transport properties attributed to the MT [17, [27] [28] [29] . In Ni-Mn-X (X = In, Ga) Heusler alloys, a reduction of the electrical resistivity from the martensite to the austenite phase leads to an increase of thermal conductivity upon heating across the MT. The change in thermal conductivity across the MT is around 50-60%, in Ni-Mn-In off-stoichiometric alloys, while <5% in Ni2MnGa (see the discussion section for a detailed comparison) [30] [31] [32] [33] . The Ni-Ti alloys also show larger thermal conductivity in the austenite phase, ≈15 W m -1 K -1 near 300 K, with the contrast in thermal conductivity across the MT around 15% resulting from the electron contribution [27] . A decrease in the electrical resistivity upon heating across the MT has been reported in a powder composite sample of MnCoGe0.985In0.015 bonded with 3.9 wt % epoxy binder [20] . Whether the electronic contribution dominates the thermal conductivity in MnCoGe and MnNiGe remains unresolved.
Here, we report a time-domain thermoreflectance (TDTR) study of the temperature dependent thermal conductivity in nearly stoichiometric MnxMGe (M = Co, Ni, 0.98 < x < 1.02) alloys, synthesized by solid state methods, through the martensitic and magnetic phase transitions. Their composition, structure, and transition temperatures are characterized using X-ray fluorescence (XRF), X-ray diffraction (XRD), magnetometry and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). We observed an increase in the thermal conductivity in both alloys across the martensitic transition upon heating. The magnitude of the change of thermal conductivity and the transition temperature are dependent on the alloy composition. The thermal conductivity of MnxNiGe in the high temperature phase (13 to 16 W m -1 K -1 at 600 K) is larger than common MIT oxides such as VO2, and comparable to stainless steel and some of the aluminum alloys used in internal combustion engines [10, 34] . Using infrared spectroscopy, the dc electrical resistivity of the alloys is inferred
to be approximately 470 and 680 µΩ cm for MnxCoGe and MnxNiGe, respectively. The relatively large electrical resistivities indicate that phonons make a larger contribution to the total thermal conductivity than electrons. This work identifies new materials exhibiting thermal regulating behavior with higher thermal conductivities at high temperatures and provides novel knowledge about the thermal transport properties in MnxMGe family of alloys.
Experimental

Sample preparation
MnxNiGe and MnxCoGe were synthesized by solid state methods following a procedure adapted from that described by Johnson [23] . For MnxNiGe, Mn (99.98% purity), Ni (99.999% purity), and Ge (99.999% purity) powders were combined in the appropriate ratios in an argon (Ar)-filled glovebox. Excess Mn was added to compensate for Mn loss during firing. We also 5 varied the Mn content intentionally to study the compositional dependence of the martensitic transition temperature and to obtain samples with MT temperatures above 300 K but not exceeding the temperature limit of TDTR (the commonly used Al transducer layer for TDTR degrade at > 700 K). The powders were placed in alumina crucibles within quartz tubes to avoid reaction between the powder and the quartz tube. The tubes were evacuated and sealed. Samples were fired for 16 hours at 1248 K and cooled to room temperature at 2 K/min. The tubes were then opened in the glovebox, the powder was ground, and the tube was resealed. A second firing was performed for two hours at 1373 K, followed by 16 hours at 973 K, and then cooled at 10 K/min to room temperature. The second firing and additional grinding was necessary to achieve homogenous samples. All heating rates were 10 K/min. MnxCoGe samples were synthesized by the same method using Co (99.95% purity) powder.
To prepare a smooth surface for thermal conductivity measurements by time-domain thermoreflectance, the MnxMGe chunks were mechanically polished. Prior to polishing, irregularly shaped pieces, on the scale of a few millimeters, were imbedded in Crystalbond® adhesive. Following polishing, the samples were removed from the Crystalbond® by sonicating in acetone. The chunks were also rinsed in IPA and ethanol to remove any remaining residue. The samples were then coated with Al by dc magnetron sputtering. We measured smooth regions with >95% of the reflectivity of a reference commercial Si wafer coated with Al by the same sputtering process.
Characterization
Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) data of the final product (after the second firing) were collected on a Siemens D5000 diffractometer with a Cu-Kα source in reflection geometry. This geometry avoids the X-ray absorption problems of the transmission geometry. Rietveld 6 refinements of all XRD data were carried out using TOPAS 5. In-situ XRD scans were collected on a Bruker D8 ADVANCE diffractometer in a transmission geometry using a Mo-Kα source and LYNXEYE XE detector. A TC-Transmission® capillary stage with an oven was used to heat the sample. The sample was sealed within two quartz capillaries. The inner 0.3 mm diameter quartz capillary was sealed under vacuum to avoid exposing the sample to oxygen while at high temperatures. The second 0.7 mm diameter quartz outer capillary provided support and allowed the sample to attach to the stage. The samples were heated 5 K between scans then held at a constant temperature during the scan. The heating and cooling rates between scans were both 10 K/min. All of the XRD data included in this publication were taken after the second firing of the samples.
X-ray fluorescence (XRF) data were collected using a Shimadzu EDX-7000 spectrometer.
Quantitative scans were performed under a helium atmosphere. The entire sample that was synthesized was placed in the sample holder. Four sets of data were averaged to determine the composition. Between each data collection, the sample holder was "shaken" (inverted and righted multiple times) to detect a larger volume fraction of the sample. The results of the four runs were averaged and their standard deviation has been used as the error bars in all plots of x. For all MnxNiGe samples, the standard deviation of x is 0.009 moles or smaller (e.g., sigma ≈0.004 moles for x = 0.981). Therefore, the Mn composition, x, has been listed to the thousandths place in this work. The composition of the ternary phase cannot be accurately determined using XRF when a second phase is present as XRF only provides the average composition of a sample. Samples found to have phase separation between the ternary phase and Mn using scanning electron microscopy and energy dispersive spectroscopy were not included in the following analysis.
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Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) data were collected using a TA Instrument DSC Q20.
Samples were ground into powder and hermetically sealed in aluminum sample pans in an Arfilled glovebox. The samples were heated from 193 to 823 K and cooled back to 193 K with ramps of 20 K/min under flowing Ar (50 mL/min). Equilibration at the maximum and minimum temperatures was performed, followed by 5-minute isothermal holds.
Temperature dependent magnetization measurements were carried out using a superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometer (Quantum Design
Magnetic Property Measurement System MPMS® 3).
We used time-domain thermoreflectance (TDTR) to measure the thermal conductivity of MnxMGe [35, 36] . In a TDTR measurement, a train of optical pulses at a repetition rate of 80 MHz, generated by a mode-locked Ti:Sapphire laser at a wavelength of 785 nm, is split into separate pump and probe beams with the optical path of the pump beam controlled by a mechanical delay stage. The pump beam is modulated at a frequency of 9.1 MHz by an electro-optical modulator.
The pump and probe beams are focused on the sample through a 5 objective lens to a 1/e 2 intensity radius of ≈10.7 μm. The total beam power of 15 mW creates a steady-state temperature rise of <9 K at room temperature and <7 K at 600 K. The changes in the intensity of the reflected probe beam created by the pump beam are measured using phase-sensitive lock-in detection. The ratio of the in-phase (Vin) and out-of-phase (Vout) signal from the lock-in amplifier is then fit to a thermal diffusion model obtained from an analytical solution for heat flow in a layered structure [35] .
Temperature-dependent TDTR measurement from 300-600 K are performed by mounting the specimen on a commercial Instec® heater stage in a vacuum chamber and monitoring the sample temperature with a Pt resistance thermometer. To minimize sample oxidation, the chamber is 8 pumped with a turbo-molecular pump to maintain a pressure lower than 7.5 × 10 -4 Torr at high temperature.
In the TDTR data fitting, the thermal transport model used for fitting includes parameters for the thermal conductivity, heat capacity, and thickness of the Al transducer layers and the MnxMGe sample. The thickness of Al thin film was obtained from picosecond acoustics using a longitudinal speed of sound of 6.42 nm/ps [37] . The thermal conductivity of the Al thin film was calculated using the Wiedemann-Franz law and the electrical resistance of the same transducer layer deposited on a 500 nm SiO2 on Si reference sample. The analysis is not sensitive to the Al thermal conductivity: a 40% error in the ΛAl propagates into only an ≈1% error in the thermal conductivity of the sample. The heat capacity of Al is taken from literature values [38] .
Analysis of TDTR data for thermally-thick samples requires knowledge of the volumetric heat capacity, C, of the sample. At room temperature and above, the classical Dulong-Petit law, C = 3NkB where N is the atomic density and kB is the Boltzmann constant, often provides an estimate of C that has smaller uncertainties than the other uncertainties in the measurement. For
MnxMGe, 3NkB = 3.1 J cm -3 K -1 . This result is close to the value of 3.15 J cm -3 K -1 measured for Mn1-xFexCoGe (x < 0.2) and 3.2 J cm -3 K -1 for (MnCo)1-xGe (x = 0.02) at 300 K [39, 40] . While C will have some temperature dependence over the temperature range of our measurements (300-600 K), we elected to fix the volumetric heat capacity in the data analysis at 3.2 J cm -3 K -1 to reduce the complexity of the data analysis. Since the Debye temperature of MnxMGe should be comparable to 300 K [39] , we expect that any changes in the volumetric heat capacity with temperature are smaller than the uncertainties in the measurement ≈5%. In addition, the change in heat capacity between the two phases at the vicinity of the MT is also small, < 3% [40] , 9 The thermal conductivity of the MnxMGe sample and the thermal conductance of the Al/alloy interface, G, are the only two parameters that are adjusted for curve fitting. G is measured to be 80 to 120 MW m -2 K -1 in these alloys, typical for Al/metal interfaces with nanometer-thin surface oxides. TDTR measurements of thermal conductivity are discussed extensively below.
Infrared reflectance spectra of the MnxMGe samples were studied using a Vertex 70 Fourier transform infrared spectrometer coupled to a Bruker Hyperion microscope. We used a 15x objective lens (N.A. = 0.4) with a 1.8 mm aperture at the back focal plane. A KBr beamsplitter was used for the measurement of the mid infrared spectra. A Newport® broadband metallic mirror with gold coating was used as a reference in the FTIR measurement.
Results
FIG. 1.
Representative room temperature, ex-situ X-ray diffraction data and Rietveld refinements of Mn1.006NiGe and Mn1.007CoGe. The difference between the data (black curves) and the refinement fit (red curves) is shown as blue curves. in agreement with previous reports [41, 42] . These peaks were confirmed to be associated with the magnetic transition by SQUID magnetometry measurements, as shown in Fig. 4 and described below. Upon further heating, structural transitions appear as endothermic peaks in both MnxNiGe and MnxCoGe samples, in agreement with in-situ XRD data (Fig. S1) , and prior reports [21, 23, 42] .
In MnxNiGe, both the magnetic and structural transition temperatures increase with x. The structural transition occurs in a temperature range over ~200 K indicating the properties are highly dependent on the amount of Mn. Hysteresis, shown by DSC, is present in the structural transition temperature with a magnitude that decreases with x (also see Fig. 5 ). The magnetic transition shows significantly less hysteresis and a much smaller peak width compared to the structural transition.
The properties of MnxCoGe are much less dependent on the Mn content with peaks corresponding to the structural transitions clustered in a much narrower temperature range. Representative data of the temperature-dependent magnetic susceptibility in the presence of 100 Oe magnetic field for MnxNiGe with x = 0.981, 0.989, and 0.995 are plotted in Fig. 4 (a) . Field cooling and zero field cooling susceptibility of Mn0.993CoGe is demonstrated in Fig. 4(b) . Upon cooling, the martensitic phase shows a magnetic transition from the paramagnetic (PM) state to the antiferromagnetic (AFM) state at a Néel temperature TN near 347 K (for stoichiometric MnNiGe) in agreement with previous studies [21, 41, 43] . The magnetic moments of 2.8 µB are localized on the Mn atoms and form an AFM spiral structure leading to a relatively low magnetization [43, 44] . The step near ≈220 K corresponds to the AFM to AFM transformation from single to double spiral structure according to a previous neutron diffraction measurement [43] . The temperature dependent magnetization data of the Mn0.993CoGe (see Fig. 4(b) ), by contrast, shows a PM to ferromagnetic (FM) transition upon cooling at a Curie temperature, Tc~350 K, in agreement with prior work [39] . We also performed measurement of magnetization vs. field (M vs. H) for Mn0.981NiGe and Mn0.993CoGe in (c) and (d) respectively. At 300 K, the magnetization of the Mn0.981NiGe shows antiferromagnetic behavior with a small kink on M at around 8 kOe which presumably corresponding to domain wall motion in polycrystalline antiferromagnets [45] The transition temperature as a function of Mn content, x, in MnxMGe (M = Co, Ni) are summarized in Fig. 5 . In MnxNiGe, the structural transition temperature is directly related to the Mn content for lower amounts of Mn. As the Mn content is increased past x ≈ 1.01, the trend plateaus. A similar plateau is present in the lattice parameters for x greater than 1.01, as seen in Fig. 2 . The similarity in these trends demonstrates the direct relationship between the crystal structure and structural transition temperature of the MnxNiGe system. In addition, the hysteresis between the peak in heating and cooling in thermal cycle becomes larger as x increases. The MnxNiGe transition temperatures range over ≈200 K. In contrast, the structural transition temperature of MnxCoGe is not highly dependent on the Mn content. As seen in Fig. 3 (b) and We plot the temperature dependence of the thermal conductivity between 300 and 700 K of MnxNiGe in Fig. 6 . TDTR measurements were performed on multiple pieces of the same sample.
The pieces were not specifically oriented before polishing, so, presumably, a variety of crystallographic orientations were probed. We attribute the scatter in the data for samples with the same composition to the anisotropy of the crystal in both the martensite (TiNiSi-type orthorhombic) and the austenite phase (Ni2In-type hexagonal).
Upon heating from 300 K, a peak near 350 K appears corresponding to the sharp magnetic phase transition. Generally, for a bulk sample, TDTR is sensitive to the thermal effusivity of the sample, (ΛC) 1/2 and the heat capacity must be known to extract the thermal conductivity. For the data plotted in Fig. 6 , as discussed above, we fixed C at a constant value. In reality, however, the heat capacity has a peak near the magnetic phase transition. If the temperature oscillation used in the TDTR measurement is larger than the hysteresis of the phase transition [15] , the heat capacity peak will appear in the analyzed data as a peak in the thermal conductivity. We refer to the thermal conductivity analyzed using a constant heat capacity as the "apparent thermal conductivity". The magnetic transitions have small hysteresis and therefore the temperature oscillation caused by the modulated pump laser heating (0.3 K) are sensitive to the increases in the magnetic heat capacity near the magnetic transition. Hence, the change in the apparent thermal conductivity near the magnetic transition is likely due to the heat capacity change. There is nearly no change in thermal conductivity before and after the magnetic transition.
On the other hand, for a structural transition with significant hysteresis, the temperature oscillations caused by the laser heating are not large enough to trigger a local phase transition that can follow the rapid, temperature oscillation at 9.1 MHz frequency.
As the temperature increases further, the thermal conductivity increases monotonically. This rise in thermal conductivity corresponds to the broad martensitic structural transition with a relatively large hysteresis of nearly 100 K [46] , which is sometimes observed in our thermal conductivity measured in TDTR (not shown). The polycrystalline samples tend to crack as they are heated and cooled through the structural transition temperature due to the large strains produced by a 2.7% change in unit cell volume [21] . Thus, we could not reliably obtain a full thermal cycle of the TDTR measurements at each location of every sample.
In general, a higher Mn content, in addition to increasing the Tm, also enhances the magnitude of increase in thermal conductivity through the MT. The sharpest increase is observed in Mn1.014NiGe which changes by ~40% from ≈11 to ≈15. As with the structural transition temperature (Fig. 3 (b) ), the thermal conductivity anomaly of MnxCoGe is not highly dependent on the Mn content. Fig. 7 displays the temperature dependence of the thermal conductivity of MnxCoGe compounds during heating. In contrast to MnxNiGe, not all samples exhibit a prominent peak near 350 K of the Curie temperature except for x = 0.997 and 1.013. This suggests that the FM to PM magnetic transition is wide in temperature or has significant hysteresis. In all MnxCoGe samples, an increase in thermal conductivity corresponding to the broad martensitic structural transition is observed. The sharpest increase in thermal conductivity is observed in Mn1.007CoGe and Mn1.003CoGe which changes by ≈25-30% from 450
to 550 K. In other samples the change of thermal conductivity through the MT is between 7 and 20%.
Discussion
To better understand what drives the changes in the total thermal conductivity through the structural transition in MnxMGe, we must attempt to separate the contribution to the thermal conductivity from electrons and phonons. This is typically done by calculating the electronic thermal conductivity from electrical resistivity using the Wiedemann-Franz law [47] . Most of the MnxMGe samples in this study are small and irregularly-shaped with internal cracks, and therefore difficult to characterize with four-point-probe electrical conductivity measurements.
To evaluate the room temperature electrical resistivity of these alloys, we instead performed infrared spectroscopy on polished Mn1.007CoGe and Mn1.006NiGe samples and analyzed the reflectance spectra from 1000 to 7500 cm -1 using a Lorentz-Drude (LD) model, following 20 references [48, 49] . In this model, the complex dielectric function is expressed as: Table 1 for the fitting parameters.) The free electron and bound electron parts of the dielectric function show different wavelength dependence, see Fig.   S3 . Hence, the fitting parameters of ωp and Γ0 are relatively independent of the other three parameters for the bound electron term. We do not try to fit the weak local features from the instrument (~1050 cm -1 and ~3500 cm -1 ) and absorption band of H2O (~1600 cm -1 and ~3600 cm -1 ) and CO2 (~2350 cm -1 ). The 300 K electrical resistivity of the Mn1.007CoGe and Mn1.006NiGe are measured to be 470 and 680 µΩ cm, respectively which are lower than some Mn1-xFexNiGe alloys but higher than Ni-Mn-In and Ni2MnGa alloys reported in the literature [30, 39, 53, 54] . Such resistivities correspond to electronic thermal conductivities of 1. We also measured the relative change of electrical conductivity in the polished sample of Mn1.007CoGe using the four-probe method. Although the sample thickness was not uniform enough to obtain the absolute value of electrical resistivity, we observed a ~20% decrease in electrical resistivity upon heating across around ≈500 K in a ≈50 K temperature range. Since the electrical resistivity keeps increasing with temperature, this suggests the change of the electronic contribution is <0. [30, 32, 33] .
The change of phonon dispersion when the MnxMGe samples transform between orthorhombic and hexagonal structure may be part of the reason for the change in phonon thermal conductivity. In addition, the higher density of twin boundaries may increase the phonon scattering rate at in the martensite phase and reduce the lattice thermal conductivity in MnxMGe alloys [55] .
The change of phonon scattering by electrons through the MT may also play a role.
To evaluate the MT-induced thermal conductivity change of MnxMGe (M = Co, Ni) alloys for thermal regulator applications, we define an average logarithmic rate of change in thermal conductivity in a certain temperature range as: and Z(T) and Z for some common materials between 300 to 600 K are compared in Fig. 9 including metals (Cu [56] , 304 stainless steel [57] , Ni-22 at% Cr alloy [58] ), dielectrics (Si [5] , SiO2 [59] , and natural type-IIa diamond [60] ), NiTi alloys (this work and [27]), Ni-Mn-In alloys [17, 32] , Ni2MnGa [30] , La0.35Ca0.65MnO3 [13] , and VO2 [15, 18] . The largest value of Z is used if multiple data sets exist.
Above 300K, the Z value of common dielectrics and metals is typically negative while alloys have positive Z. Phase transition materials have noticeably larger Z correponding to a sharp change of thermal conductivity near their transition temperature. On average, among MT materials,
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Z for MnxNiGe is larger than that for NiTi and Ni2MnGa but smaller than that of Ni-Mn-In alloys.
However, the martensitic phase transition in the latter typically occurs at a temperature below 300
K in literature. MnxCoGe shows smaller rate of change in thermal conductivity with Z comparable with NiTi. The largest value of Z is 2.5 for Mn1.014NiGe which means a 10% change in temperature would lead to 25% change in thermal conductivity near 550 K. Compared with MIT materials, Z for MnxMGe are comparable with that of La0.35Ca0.65MnO3 but smaller than that of VO2 thin film. As shown in Fig. 9 , most of these phase transitions that lead to change in thermal conductivity in literature occurs at T < 400 K, lower than MT temperatures of MnxMGe alloys. The high temperature austenite phase thermal conductivity of MnxNiGe is 11 to 16 W m -1 K -1 , which is more than twice that of VO2 and comparable to some of the aluminum alloys used in internal combustion engines [34] . 22 at% Cr alloy [58] , Si [61] , SiO2 [59] , natural type-IIa diamond [60] , NiTi alloys (this work and [27]), Ni-Mn-In alloys [17, 32] , Ni2MnGa [30] , La0.35Ca0.65MnO3 [13] , and VO2 [15, 18] .
Conclusion
We measured the thermal conductivity as a function of temperature through the magnetic and martensitic phase transition in the MnxMGe (M = Co, Ni, 0.98 < x < 1.02) alloys from 300 to 600 K using time-domain thermoreflectance. Through the martensitic transition, the rate of increase in thermal conductivity in these materials as a function of temperature is comparable or faster than several common metals alloys, NiTi and Ni2MnGa. The most rapid increases are observed in 
